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There has been considerable progress in our understand-
ing of short-term memory for serial order. Some 10 years
ago, theories could only describe broad patterns of results,
such as the serial position curve, without consideration of
the underlyingpattern of errors (e.g., Lewandowsky & Mur-
dock, 1989). Current models, by contrast, can account for
intricate details of the data, such as the delicate balance be-
tween omission, intrusion, and repetition errors during ser-
ial recall (e.g., Brown, Preece, & Hulme, 2000; Burgess &
Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998b; Lewandowsky, 1999; Page &
Norris, 1998b).

Although discussion of these models has typically fo-
cused on underscoring their differences, some theoretical
convergence has occurred, and two major assumptions are
now shared by several models. First, the strengthwith which
items are encoded is assumed to decrease across serial po-
sitions along a primacy gradient (e.g., Brown et al., 2000;
Henson, 1998b; Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky &
Murdock, 1989;Page & Norris, 1998b). Second, items that
have been recalled are thought to be suppressed and are,
thus, at least temporarilyunavailablefor report (e.g., Brown
et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson, 1998b;
Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989;
Page & Norris, 1998b).

Emphasis in most models has been on the exact repre-
sentation of order information, and the relative advantages
and disadvantages of different representational schemes
have been discussed at length (e.g., Henson, 1999). This
emphasis has entailed the expense that the processes un-
derlying serial recall have not been fully specified; in par-
ticular, the mechanisms underlying the two major assump-

tions above have often been implemented by parameters,
rather than by specified processes (e.g., Brown et al., 2000;
Henson, 1998b; Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky &
Murdock, 1989). In response, this article presents a dis-
tributed network architecture that implements those as-
sumptionswithin a common mechanism. This architecture,
called SOB, uses the energy of its activation patterns to
compute a primacy gradient and to determine the extent of
response suppression. We call this energy-gating process
endogenous because it considers only information shared
between incoming items and the memory store; all infor-
mation is, thus, intrinsic to the model. Because we are in-
terested in the core ability of this endogenous process to
explain serial recall, we explore a limited set of benchmark
phenomena with a minimal set of assumptions, in prefer-
ence to demonstrating the breadth and quantitative preci-
sion of the model.

This article first analyzes the predominantencodingand
retrieval assumptions of existing models in some detail.
The analysis reveals several shortcomings,which are taken
as a stimulus for further theory development.We then pre-
sent the SOB model, which addresses these hitherto ig-
nored issues. We show that its endogenous processes can
account for the shape of the serial position curve, the pat-
tern of transpositions observed during recall, the relative
proportion of different types of errors, the effects of list
length, and the effects of natural language frequency. We
then show by parameter sensitivity analysis that these pre-
dictions result from the intrinsic properties of the architec-
ture. A final section compares SOB to other existing theo-
ries of memory and draws links to related models in other
arenas, such as languageprocessing and semantic priming.

TWO COMMON MECHANISMS
FOR ENCODING AND RETRIEVAL

Two principal encoding and retrieval assumptions pre-
vail among models of memory. At encoding, a primacy
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gradient ensures that successive items are stored in mem-
ory with progressively decreasing strength. At retrieval,
response suppression renders recalled items temporarily
unavailable.

Primacy Gradient
Most models of serial recall assume that the qualityof in-

formation availablefor retrieval of an item decreases across
serial positions. This is typically achieved through one or
two weighting parameters that reduce encoding strengths
across successive items (e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Henson,
1998b1; Houghton & Hartley, 1996; Lewandowsky, 1999;
Lewandowsky & Li, 1994; Lewandowsky & Murdock,
1989; Page & Norris, 1998a, 1988b).

In most models, the primacy gradient is motivated by
the need to predict a recall advantage for early list items
and is thought to reflect a strategic decline in attentionor
a rehearsal tradeoff across serial position, rather than a
principled assumption about memory processes (e.g.,
Brown et al., 2000; Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky
& Murdock, 1989). Brown et al. justified the primacy gra-
dient by appealing to the “intuition that each successive
item . . . is progressively less ‘surprising’ or attention-
demanding than the previous one” (p. 151). That intuition,
in turn, Brown et al. considered to be consonant with the
demands on an adaptively rational organism. A strength
of this view is its potential generality, because it can ac-
commodate other situations,outside the primacy context,
in which to-be-encoded events may differ in the extent to
which they are surprising or attention demanding (cf.
Dennis & Kruschke, 1998). However, no formal or com-
putational implementation has been offered to explain or
justify this suggestion.

Some models, known collectivelyas competitive cuing
models, go even further and rely exclusivelyon a primacy
gradient to represent serial order (e.g., Houghton, 1990;
Page & Norris, 1998a, 1998b). In those models, it is always
the strongest item in memory that is retrieved next. On the
additional assumption that each recalled item is sup-
pressed and, thus, unavailablefor further report, a primacy
gradient will necessarily yield forward serial recall.

In their primacy model, Page and Norris (1998a,
1998b) motivated the existence of the primacy gradient
in two ways. On the one hand, they suggested that it
“might be thought of as resulting from association of
each list item with some representation of the start-of-
list context, with the strength of association decreasing
with list position” (Page & Norris, 1998b, p. 763). On the
other hand, in a connectionist implementation of their
model (Page & Norris, 1998a; see also Appendix A of
Page & Norris, 1998b), the primacy gradient arose from
the decaying activation of a modulating node that was
additionallyweighted by the number of items already ac-
tivated. Specifically, the modulating node was maxi-
mally activated at list onset and then decayed exponen-
tially over time. That activation, in turn, was multiplied
by a linearly decreasing function of the number of items

already encoded, thus yielding the final activation level
of the next to-be-encoded item.

Although this fully specifies a mechanism for a pri-
macy gradient, several problems and limitations can be
identified. First, the mechanism relies on knowledge of
the number of already-encodeditems, but the way in which
that knowledge is represented or obtained is not speci-
f ied within the network architecture (see Figure 1 in
Page & Norris, 1998a). Second, the mechanism applies
only to generation of a primacy gradient; it has no poten-
tial for generality outside the context for which it was
created. That is, it is difficult to see how the postulated
decay of the modulating node could be sensitive to any-
thing other than the passage of time, or how the weight-
ing by the number of encoded items could be sensitive to
anything other than encoding of additional items. It fol-
lows that the mechanism cannot be extended to handle
known attentional effects in memory—for example, the
fact that people favor a cue that is highly distinctive but
relatively rare over one that is common but less distinc-
tive (Dennis & Kruschke, 1998). Finally, the mechanism
relies on localist representations; that is, it assumes that
the modulating node is a discrete entity in a unique lo-
cation in memory that is selectively subject to decay. Ar-
guments in support of localist representations have been
provided by Page (2000); however, in light of opposing
views (e.g., Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2000), the exclusive
linkage of the Page and Norris (1998a) mechanism to lo-
calist representations deserves mention.

Overall, we consider two limitationsof current primacy
mechanisms to be most relevant. The intuition offered by
Brown et al. (2000), that less “surprising” items are en-
coded less strongly, is attractive because of its potential
generality, but it suffers from a lack of formal specifica-
tion. This difficulty is shared by the models by Henson
(1998b), Lewandowsky (1999), and Lewandowsky and
Murdock (1989). Conversely, the fully specified primacy
mechanism proposed by Page and Norris (1998a) offers
no possibilityof extension to other situations in which en-
coding strengths may differ between items.

In response to these limitations, we present a model
below in which item storage is sensitive to the current state
of memory. This permits endogenouscomputationof a pri-
macy gradient, without the limitations of the mechanism
offered by Page and Norris (1998a). The endogenouspro-
cess is of considerable generalityand thus provides a com-
putational implementationof the broad intuitionoffered by
Brown et al. (2000).

Response Suppression
Response suppression refers to the assumption that each

recalled item is temporarily suppressed and unavailablefor
further report. In the primacy model (e.g., Page & Nor-
ris, 1998a, 1998b) and other competitivecuing models, in
which the strongest or most active item is reported at
each recall attempt, suppression is essential for maintain-
ing serial reproduction.Without suppression,only the first
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(and strongest) item would be produced at each successive
retrieval attempt.

Other models rely on suppression to account for the fre-
quent occurrence of pairwise transposition errors (recall
ACBD instead of ABCD) and the relative infrequency of
erroneous repetitions (e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Henson,
1998b). In the few cases in which erroneous repetitions
(e.g., ABCA instead of ABCD) do occur, they are typically
separated by three or four intervening retrievals, with im-
mediate repetitions being exceedingly rare (Vousden &
Brown, 1998). This is compatible with the notion that an
item, once recalled, is suppressed and that the suppression
gradually wears off while other items are recalled.

Response suppression is also implied by the pervasive
finding that people are reluctant to repeat themselves dur-
ing recall, even when a list contains repetitions (e.g., Hen-
son, 1998a). This deficit for report of a repeated item oc-
curs even in conditions in which people are told to expect
repetitions in advance and in which people can detect rep-
etitions, if instructed to do so, more than 85% of the time
(Henson, 1998a). Finally, the repetition deficit persists
when guesses—which might be biased against reporting
repetition—are eliminated from consideration (Henson,
1998a). This further supports the notion of mandatory and
automatic response suppression.

Finally, response suppression has been used to model
recency (e.g., Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky & Li,
1994;Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989). Process explana-
tions of recency in serial recall2 tend to fall into two broad
classes, referred to here as edge effects and response sup-
pression. Edge effects occur because the terminal item,
which has no neighbors beyond the end of the list, can-
not be involved in a transposition in more than one way.
The reduced frequency of transpositions necessarily re-
sults in recency. This mechanism principally contributes
to recency in the primacy model (Page & Norris, 1998b),
OSCAR (Brown et al., 2000), and the model by Burgess
and Hitch (1999). One limitation of edge effect explana-
tions is that recency is tied to the truncation of possible
transpositionsby the list boundary. By implication,given
that few transpositions involve nonadjacent items, edge
effects cannot predict any but the smallest amount of re-
cency beyond the terminal item. This runs counter to the
observation that recency may be moderately large for the
penultimate or antepenultimate item even with visual
presentation (Madigan, 1971; Watkins & Watkins, 1977).
Another limitation of edge effect explanations is their in-
herent symmetry. Without additional assumptions, edge
effects are equal for both list boundaries, and this neces-
sarily predicts a symmetry of primacy and recency that
is absent in the data (cf. Burgess & Hitch, 1999).

Explanations based on response suppression, on the
other hand, exploit the fact that as more and more items
are recalled—and hence, suppressed—fewer response
alternatives remain, thus facilitating choice of the cor-
rect item. Henson (1998b) acknowledgedthe contribution
of response suppression to recency in his SEM model.

Lewandowsky and Murdock (1989) relied entirely on re-
sponse suppression to produce recency. Unlike edge ef-
fects, response suppression can handle recency that ex-
tends further into the list, because the size of the response
set continually decreases across serial position.

It is noteworthy in this context that Page (2000) has
claimed that distributed representations cannot accom-
modate selective suppression of individual items. This
claim has already been called into question by the mod-
els presented by Lewandowsky (1999), Lewandowsky
and Farrell (2000), and Lewandowsky and Li (1994).
Here, we take the distributed approach further by pre-
senting a model that includes item-specific suppression
in addition to novelty-sensitive encoding. The model is
derived from the brain-state-in-a-box (BSB) model of
J. A. Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, and Jones (1977). We
therefore call the model SOB, for “serial-order-in-a-box.”

SOB: A DYNAMIC DISTRIBUTED MODEL
OF ORDERING IN SERIAL RECALL

Overview
SOB inherited its basic architecture and aspects of the

nonlinear dynamics that govern each study and retrieval
event from the BSB model. Briefly, the model assumes
that each item in memory is represented by a list (or vec-
tor) of features. Items are encoded in memory by adding
their representations to a common weight matrix that is
fully interconnected. That is, the core architecture of the
model consists of connections between each feature of
an item and all its other features that are superimposed
onto items already presented.

In addition,and most critically, retrieval from the model
involves nonlinear iterative dynamics.Memory is probed
by presenting cue vectors to the weight matrix. In contrast
to many other networks, the first response of the model is
not taken to be its final answer. Instead, the output is fed
back into the weight matrix across multiple iterationsuntil
a stable state, known as an attractor, is reached. In the case
of a correct recall, that final attractor state will be identi-
cal to the target item, and in the case of incorrect recall,
the final attractor will be different from the target.

We now provide an overview of the architecture and
dynamics in turn, before presenting the details of the
simulations.

Architecture. SOB uses a linear autoassociative net-
work with a Hebbian learning rule (e.g., O’Toole, Def-
fenbacher, Valentin, & Abdi, 1994). At study, each item
is first associated with itself by forming the outer prod-
uct of its vector representation and its transpose. The
outer product is then added to an excitatory weight ma-
trix that stores all studied items. Successive list items are
encoded with progressively less strength, as determined
by the energy (described later) associated with each item.

Items are retrieved by cuing the weight matrix with a
randomly constructed starting vector that initiates the
nonlineardynamics.The representationof the recalled item
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is then attenuated to model response suppression. This is
achieved by subtracting the autoassociation of the re-
called item from a separate matrix of inhibitory weights.
Excitatory and inhibitory weights are added together to
determine the nonlinear retrieval dynamics.

Nonlinear dynamics. SOB has the key property that
each retrieval event involvesnonlinear iterativedynamics.
At each iteration, the output obtained in response to cuing
of the weights is fed back into the matrix for renewed
cuing until a stable state, known as an attractor, is reached.
Under the conditionsof orthogonalityassumed here, those
attractors include all learned items plus a number of addi-
tional spurious attractors.

At each iteration of this dynamic process, the state of
the network is characterized by a vector whose elements
are constrained to lie between the values 11 and 21. By
implication, all possible states of the network lie within a
hyperspatial box (hence “brain-state-in-a-box”) whose
vertices consist of binary vectors (e.g., 11, 21, …). For
reasons described below, all attractors are necessarily
vertices of the hyperspatial box.

Interaction between architecture and dynamics. To
model serial recall, list items are first encoded in the au-
toassociativeweight matrix. At recall, if the randomly con-
structed starting vector falls within the basin of attraction
surrounding the correct response (e.g., the first list item
during the first recall attempt), SOB responds with the ap-
propriate item. If the starting vector falls into a different
basin of attraction, it will reach another attractor repre-
senting either a different list item or, in the case of a spuri-
ous attractor, an extra-list intrusion.

Despite the random nature of the starting vector, SOB
can model accurate recall because successive list items
are encoded with progressively decreasing strength and
because recalled items are suppressed. In consequence,
at any stage during recall, the correct response is most
likely to have associated with it the largest basin of at-
traction, and the random starting vector is most likely to
fall within that basin.

Network Architecture and Weight Update
The simulations used vectors of 256 units to represent

list items and responses. Units were fully interconnected
by two separate weight matrices, W and A (each of di-
mensionality 256 3 256), which represented excitatory
memory connections and inhibitory weights, respec-
tively. Thus, each unit was connected to every other unit
with a weight from W and one from A. These weightswere
set to 0 at the outset, and A was also reset to 0 before each
list was recalled. The items serving as a vocabulary on
each study–test trial were randomly sampled without re-
placement from the possible space of 256 Walsh vectors.
Walsh vectors are binary vectors (i.e., –1, 11, . . .) that are
mutually orthogonal (e.g., Golubov, Efimov, & Skvortsov,
1987). Mutual orthogonality implies that the similarity
between any two vectors in the set is exactly nil (i.e.,
pairwise dot product or cosine of zero).

Pretraining. To reflect preexperimentalknowledge that
subjects bring to bear on serial order tests, SOB was pre-
trained on a randomlychosen subset of 50 of the Walsh vec-
tors. Pretraining consisted of Hebbian learning of excita-
tory weights with a constant encoding strength hp (set to
.001 throughout):

(1)

where fk is the vector representing item k, and fk f k
T its

autoassociation formed by taking the outer product of the
item and its transpose. Each of the 50 pretraining items
was presented and encoded 20 times.

Study of list items. After pretraining, a subset of the
pretrained items was selected for presentation as list
items. Similar to pretraining, the autoassociation of each
list item was added to W, using Hebbian learning during
a single presentation (see Equation 1). Unlike pretrain-
ing, the encoding strength for list items (hk ) was com-
puted anew for each item, using the energy dynamics de-
scribed below. The inhibitorymatrix, A, was not involved
during study.

Recall. At recall, a cue vector, f ¢, was formed by ran-
domly setting its elements to 11 or 21 and then nor-
malizing its length to .0001. The initial state of the net-
work (represented by the vector x) was then obtained for
time t 5 1 by cuing the sum of both weight matrices:

(2)

Equation 2 represents conventional linear network re-
trieval processes. The state vector x then migrated toward
an attractor, using the iterative nonlinear dynamics given
by Equation 3:

(3)

where x(t 1 1) is the new state of the network at time t 1 1,
and b and e are invariant weighting constants. The second
term on the right-hand side of the equationrepresents feed-
back to the units in the state vector through both sets of
weights (inhibitory weights in A and excitatory memory
weights in W).

The function G is a piecewise linear function that clips
all activations in x to the range of 21 to 1, thus confin-
ing the network state to lie within the box formed by the
vertices. At the level of individual elements of x (xi), this
is formalized by

(4)

It is a feature of these dynamics that, given a nonzero
input, the state vector x is guaranteed to converge on an
attractor (all units saturating at 11 or 21) in a finite
number of steps (Golden, 1986).3

In intuitive terms, this process corresponds to a blind-
folded person seeking to find the corner of a room. If the
person continues to walk in a straight line, a wall will be
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encountered sooner or later, whereupon the forward mo-
tion is deflected into a sideways slide along the wall until
the person becomes trapped in the corner of the room
and all forward motion ceases.

In the simulations, if no attractor was reached within a
maximum number of iterations (uniformly set to 12), re-
call was discontinued, and an omission was scored. Oth-
erwise, if the network reached an attractor, it was com-
pared with the correct item to allow classification of the
response as a correct recall, a transposition, or an extra-
list intrusion (convergence on a nonlist-item attractor). If
the network converged on the reflection of a list item (i.e.,
the opposite vertex diagonally across the box; –f j instead
of f j), it was considered to have converged on that item
for the purpose of scoring (cf. J. A. Anderson, 1995,
p. 512). This scoring method is appropriate because the
outer product of a vector (fk f k

T; see Equation 1) is not af-
fected by directional reversal (–fk–f k

T 5 (–1)2 fk f k
T 5

fk f k
T). By implication,–fk and fk are identical with respect

to a given weight matrix W.
In addition, the iterativenature of the SOB allowed pre-

dictions of recall latency to be derived, through consider-
ation of the number of steps required for the state to con-
verge on an attractor (J. A. Anderson, 1991; Ratcliff, Van
Zandt, & McKoon, 1999). Unlike in many other models,
the latency predictions are intrinsic to SOB and tightly
coupled with its accuracy predictions.

Response suppression. The attractor associated with
a recalled item was attenuated by adding the autoassoci-
ation of the recalled item to the inhibitory matrix A with
a negative encoding strength.This effectively reduced the
basins of attraction in W, because A was used during the
iterative recall dynamics in summation with the memory
weights in W (see Equations 2 and 3). Hence, a nega-
tively weighted autoassociation in A offset its positively
weighted counterpart in W. The presence of two sets of
weights is functionally isomorphic to using a single set
with different learning rates (i.e., positive for learning vs.
negative for suppression) and follows relevant precedent
(e.g., J. A. Anderson, 1995; Begin & Proulx, 1996).

Energy in the SOB
In SOB, each state of the network can be characterized

by its energy with respect to the weight matrix.Energy was
used to determine encoding strength (hk ), as well as the
extent of response suppression. Energy reflects the con-
sistency of the network’s current state with respect to the
weights and is generally given by

(5)

where e is as in Equation 3, xi and xj are the activation
values of units i and j of the state vector x, respectively,
and wij the corresponding connection weight in W.

To understand why E ¢ reflects the consistencyof a state
of activationwith respect to its weights, consider the pos-
sible relationships among values of wij, xi, and xj. Sup-

pose that xi and xj are both positive or both negative: Be-
cause they are activated in unison, consistency with the
weights would be greatest if wij were positive. A negative
valueof wij , by contrast,wouldbe inconsistentwith the pos-
itive correlationbetween xi and xj. Conversely, suppose that
one of xi and xj was negativeand the otherwas positive:This
negativecorrelationwould be consistentwith a negativewij,
but not with a positive weight. Examining the cumulative
implicationsof those cases in Equation 5 confirms that en-
ergy has the greatest negative value if consistency, as just
defined, is high. Energy has been used extensivelyas a tool
for analysis of the behavior of networks, and it plays a cen-
tral role in the dynamics of several models (e.g., Hinton &
Sejnowski,1986;Hopfield, 1982,1984;Kawamoto, 1993).

There are two differences between Equation 5 and re-
lated applications of energy (e.g., Haykin, 1994; Kawa-
moto, 1993). First, the diagonalof the weightmatrix (where
i 5 j) is disregarded. Since the SOB is autoassociative, the
self-connectingweights along the diagonal are always pos-
itive and, therefore, not informative for the purpose of as-
sessingconsistencybetween the weight matrix and the state
vector. Second, for computational convenience, the term
–(e/2) was set to –1/2 in the present simulations (cf. Ka-
wamoto, 1993).The notationE ¢ (rather thanE ) was chosen
to reflect those two minor differences.

Another important implicationof Equation 5 is that en-
ergy is free to vary in the absence of any weight changes
when the vectorx changes across iterations. It follows that
the migration of x toward a vertex of the box can be reex-
pressed as a movement along an energy landscape, formed
by a constant set of weights and a variable state vector x.
Accordingly, it has been shown that reaching a vertex of
the box corresponds to a movement toward a minimum on
the energy landscape (Golden, 1986). Figure 1 provides a
representation of the isomorphism between the box and
the energy metaphors for SOB’s nonlinear dynamics.

The surface at the top of the figure shows energy for all
possible states of a two-dimensional vector x with respect
to a particular matrix Wx. The possible values of the two
elements in x define the plane below the saddle-shaped
surface, and the third axis represents E (not E ¢, because
the tiny matrix mandated inclusion of the diagonal). The
matrix Wx was formed by adding the autoassociations of
the two column vectors {21,1} and {1,1}, with encoding
weights .04 and .02, respectively, to an empty (0) matrix
(see Equation 1). Inspection of the saddle-shaped surface
reveals the two attractors: a particularly large one located
at the “front” corner {21,11} and a smaller one in the
“back” corner on the right {1,1}. Those two corners are
the two encoded vectors, and the depth and size of the as-
sociated basins of attraction reflect the associated encod-
ing strengths. (The symmetry of the energy surface un-
derscores the identity between each attractor and its
reflection, which was discussed earlier.)

The bottompart of Figure 1 shows the (two-dimensional)
box with the two attractors represented by the correspond-
ing vertices. The dots that are arrayed from the central

¢ = - ¹ååE w x x i jij i j
ji

( / ) , ,e 2
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region to the front right corner of the box describe the path
taken by the state vector x upon cuing with the starting
location {2.1,2.2}, using the dynamics of Equation 3
(with b and e set to unity). In this particular case, the
attractor was reached after 53 iterations (not all itera-
tions are represented by dots). The isomorphism be-
tween the box and the energy metaphors is emphasized
by the dotted vertical lines that connect selected states in
both representations.

Visual presentation of the energy surface can also illu-
minate the effects of response suppression: Figure 2
shows the same energy surface for the same weight matrix
Wx after the attractor for {21,11} has been suppressed
by adding it to Wx with negative encoding strength 2.3.
(Note that, in our simulations, response suppression is im-
plemented in a separate matrix A; this difference does not

affect interpretation of Figure 2.) The figure shows that
following suppression, the other attractor, for the item
{1,1}, is now the stronger of the two.

In summary, the iterative dynamics of SOB can be alter-
natively understood as a nonlinear path toward a corner or
a descent along an energy surface. Energy, in turn, reflects
the consistency of a state vector with respect to the net-
work’s weights and thus reveals an item’s relationship to
what is already encoded in memory. Analysis of energy
thusprovidesa naturalway of obtaininga primacygradient.

Energy and the Primacy Gradient
With orthogonal vectors, additional learning decreases

the magnitude of the energy (i.e., E¢ becomes less nega-
tive), as defined by Equation 5. This is because each of
the off-diagonal elements in a Hebbian autoassociative

Figure 1. Illustration of the relationship between energy and network dynam-
ics. The top half of the figure uses the energy surface metaphor to show all pos-
sible states of a simple network. Attractors, with minimal associated energy, are
located at the corners of the state space. The bottom half of the figure uses the
brain-state-in-a-boxmetaphor to illustrate the convergence of a random starting
point to an attractor. Each point represents the state of the network at each iter-
ation. The connecting lines between panels indicate the correspondence between
each state within the box and its associated energy. See the text for further details.
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matrix W, which are the ones considered for computa-
tion of E¢, captures the correlation of activations for a
given connection across all encoded stimuli (McClelland
& Rumelhart, 1988, p. 85). For orthogonal vectors, the
expected value of all those correlations is zero in the
long run. Hence, study of additional items reduces the
absolute magnitudes of the off-diagonal elements in W
(J. A. Anderson, 1995, p. 507), thus enabling the network
to derive its own primacy gradient by considering each
incoming item in turn.

This was achievedby determining the encoding strength
for a particular item k as follows:

(6)

where E¢k is the energy of item k (setting x 5 fk in Equa-
tion 5) with respect to the memory matrix W and fe is a
scaling constant that remained invariant in all the simu-
lations reported in this article.

The general shape of the gradient is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, which shows the computed values of the encoding
strength (hk ) for one replication of Simulation 1. As we
show after presentingall the simulations,the general shape
of the function is unaffected by the value of fe.

The energy-gated encoding mechanism formally spec-
ifies the suggestionby Brown et al. (2000), discussed ear-
lier, that a rationally adaptive organism would pay in-
creasingly less attention to successive items. The adaptive
utility of this mechanism can be clarified by considering
what would happen if the network did not consider energy.
In that case, all items would be stored with the same en-
coding strength, and by implication, all attractors would
be of the same size. In consequence, owing to the unre-
solvable competitionamong studied items, the network ei-

ther would converge on a nonstudied attractor or would
fail to converge within the allotted number of cycles. This
was confirmed by an exploratory simulation using an
equal encoding strength for all items, which resulted in a
combined intrusion and omission rate of nearly 80%. The
energy-gating mechanism circumvents this general mem-
ory problem while also giving rise to a primacy gradient
and, by implication, the ability to recall items in order.

The use of a self-governingencodingmechanism is not
without precedent. For example, Metcalfe (1993) renor-
malized the learning term in her CHARM model to reg-
ulate the variance in memory trace activations.Although
Metcalfe’s approach was motivated by different concerns,
it shares with SOB the basic principle of making encod-
ing contingent upon the current contents of memory. A
similar approach was taken in the closed-loop version of
TODAM (e.g., McDowd & Murdock, 1986), in which the
weighting given to new information was reduced by the
extent to which it had already been learned, thus enabling
TODAM to show improved performance across multiple
learning trials (e.g., Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989).
SOB extends these precedents by gating the encoding of
incoming information through its endogenous novelty
detection process.

Energy and Response Suppression
Just as energy was used to determine the extent of

learning, so too energy was used to determine the extent
of suppression of each recalled item. Specifically, the

h fk kE= - ¢ / ,e

Figure 3. Representative energy-gated encoding function for a
five-item list, showing the change in encoding strength for each
item across input positions.

Figure 2. The same energy surface as that in Figure 1 after the
initially stronger item has been suppressed. See the text for fur-
ther details.
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energy of the k th recalled item was assessed with respect
to W (see Equation 6), and the autoassociation of the re-
called item was then added to the inhibitory matrix A,
using Hebbian learning (see Equation 1), with encoding
strength gk determined by the following equation:

(7)
where Ek represents the energy of item k, fs is a scaling
constant, and E1 is the energy of the first recalled item.
Equation 7 mirrors the form of the earlier Equation 6—
except that the encoding strength gk takes on negative val-
ues to implement suppression—and thus synchronized
the extent of suppression given to a recalled item with the
strength with which it was encoded. Without such syn-
chronization, recalled items might receive more suppres-
sion than their original encoding strength, which could
create eigenvectors with negative eigenvalues in W 1 A,
which in turn would threaten the stability of the nonlin-
ear dynamics (J. A. Anderson, 1995).

The fact that the learning rule specifies the process by
which response suppression is accomplished clearly dis-
tinguishes SOB from other models of serial recall. Those
other models variously rely on the removal of items from
a competitor pool (Brown et al., 2000; Lewandowsky &
Murdock, 1989) or assume some reduction in activationof
recalled items, without, however, specifying the agent un-
derlying that outcome (Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Henson,
1998b; Page & Norris, 1998a, 1998b). In further distinc-
tion to these models, suppression in SOB occurs by using
the same process, over the same units and weights, as the
one used in learning. A final feature of this response sup-
pression in conjunctionwith distributed representations is
that the use of continuousinhibitoryweights permits par-
tial suppression of recalled items. Partial suppression, in
turn, can subsequently be reversed (e.g., J. A. Anderson,
1991). Although not relevant to the present set of single-
trial simulations, this release from suppression can be as-
sumed to follow completion of recall and occurs through
resetting the inhibitory weight matrix A to 0.

Lewandowsky (1999) and Lewandowsky and Farrell
(2000) explored a precursor of SOB, which only modeled
the redintegration (i.e., disambiguation)of a memorial re-
sponse that was assumed to have been retrieved by an un-
specified associative memory stage. Although that model
also used antilearningfor suppression, it differs from SOB
in several critical ways. First, SOB places additional em-
phasis on energy to gate response suppression. Second,
SOB includes a complete encoding mechanism that obvi-
ates the need for an unspecifiedassociativememory stage.
Finally, encoding is also energy gated, which creates a
conceptual link between encoding and retrieval.

SIMULATIONS

Parameters
The present article focuses on demonstrating the in-

herent power of the architecturalprinciplesof SOB. Hence,
no free parameters were estimated from the data.

The constants of the iterative updating function (Equa-
tion 3), b and e, were set to .2 and .7, respectively. The two
scaling constants used to compute energy (Equations 6
and 7), fe and fs, were set to 600 and 1.4, respectively, for
all simulations, unless noted otherwise below.

General Method
All simulation results were aggregated across 200 repli-

cations, each using a different random sample of items
drawn from the vocabulary of Walsh vectors. Each repli-
cation consisted of pretraining, followed by study and re-
call of list items.

Recall of each item entailed cuing with a random vector
(f ¢), followed by energy-gated suppression of the recalled
item, regardless of what was recalled. Thus, omissions
were also suppressed, but because their nonconvergence
resulted in lower energy (because at least some |xi|, 1; see
Equation 6), the extent of their suppression was necessar-
ily low.

Choice of Benchmark Phenomena
There is no universally agreed set of phenomenaagainst

which theories of memory for serial order are to be eval-
uated. We therefore selected to-be-simulated phenomena
according to several constraints.First, we sought to max-
imize diagnosticity by applying SOB to the detailed pat-
tern of errors in serial recall, whose diagnosticity in dif-
ferentiating between theories is well established (e.g.,
Henson, 1998b;Henson, Norris, Page, & Baddeley, 1996).
Second, to ensure some generality, we simulated the stan-
dard serial position curve for different list lengths and
simulated the effects of natural word frequency. Third,
we excluded phenomena that prior theoretical work had
identified as requiring more than a single stage of pro-
cessing. This choice reflects our focus on the endoge-
nous mechanism in SOB, in preference to developing ex-
tensions that might broaden its scope, but at the expense
of added complexity and additional parameters.

This decision eliminated the effects of phonological
similarity from consideration,because all existingattempts
at explanation with a single-stage mechanism have been
unsuccessful. There is now widespread agreement that
phonological similarity involves a second, item-based
stage of processing that is not directly involved in order
memory (Henson, 1998b; Page & Norris, 1998a). Like-
wise, we chose not to apply the model to grouping or
chunking effects (e.g., Hitch, Burgess, Towse, & Culpin,
1996; Ryan, 1969). Although those effects—enhanced
overall recall and “mini” serial positioncurves within each
chunk—are readily produced by inserting a temporal gap
between groups of study items, there is agreement that they
are beyond the scope of the architecture explored here.
Specifically, grouping effects are typically thought to arise
from a hierarchical context signal (e.g., Brown et al., 2000;
Burgess & Hitch, 1999) that cannot be represented in SOB
without additional assumptions. Finally, for related rea-
sons, we chose not to model backward recall, which is con-
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sidered beyond the scope even of some more complex the-
ories (e.g., OSCAR; Brown et al., 2000).

In summary, we sought to apply the simplest possible
version of SOB to the largest possible number of diag-
nostic findings.This does not preclude future development
of an enhanced version of the theory that can handle addi-
tional findings, such as similarity and grouping effects or
backward recall, in the same manner as other theoriesdo—
namely, by incorporating constructs such as a context sig-
nal or a phonological confusion stage, each governed by
an additional set of assumptions and parameters.

Simulation 1: Serial Position Curve
and Transposition Gradient

The first simulation sought to demonstrate that SOB is
capable of accounting for the serial position curve. The re-
sulting simulated serial position curve for five-item lists is
shown in Figure 4. These data are representativeof patterns
of serial recall for short lists (e.g., Estes, 1991; Henson
et al., 1996).

It is clear from the figure that SOB predicts the bow-
shaped serial position curve that has been observed in
countless experiments. The simulation thus confirmed
the utility of response suppression as an explanatory
mechanism for recency in forward serial recall (cf.
Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky & Li, 1994). One
implication of this result is that models that explain re-
cency primarily through edge effects but also include re-
sponse suppression (e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Page &

Norris, 1998b) may not, in fact, yield recency for the pri-
mary reasons cited. Instead, recency in those models
may arise from suppression as well as edge effects.

The level of accuracy exhibited by the model deserves
brief commentary because human performance on a five-
item list is likely to be far better.4 A known property of the
BSB architecture is that accuracy of recall with a random
starting vector is a direct function of the size of the box
relative to the length of the starting vector (J. A. Anderson,
1995, p. 512). In the extreme case of an infinitely large
box—for example, when the clipping function G is re-
moved from Equation 3—recall in SOB is isomorphic to
the power method for computing eigenvectors, which is
known to be arbitrarily accurate (e.g., J. A. Anderson,
1995, p. 499). Several additional runs of Simulation 1
confirmed that accuracy increases when the size of the box
increases relative to the length of the cuing vector (f ¢). For
computational convenience, these simulations used a
unit-sized box but reduced the length of the starting vec-
tors. As the length of f ¢ decreased from its standard value
of .0001 to 1026, 1029, and 10211, accuracy on the first
recalled item increased from .68 to .73, .83, and .89, re-
spectively. The shape of the serial positioncurve remained
unaltered, with distinct primacy and recency being pres-
ent regardless of overall level of accuracy. These addi-
tional simulations confirmed that SOB is capable of
matching human recall performance; however, because
we were particularly interested in error patterns, we pur-
posely kept accuracy low by using a slightly longer length
of the cuing vector in all the remaining simulations.

The transposition error gradients that accompany the
predicted serial positioncurve in Figure 4 are shown in Fig-
ure 5, togetherwith comparisondata from an experiment by
Nairne (1992). Each plotted parameter refers to an output
position and shows the proportion of items reported from
each input position. Thus, SOB predicts that the first re-
called item is the first list item in about 70% of all cases,
the second list item in 20%, and so on. The peaks of each
plotted parameter represent items that were recalled in
the correct output position and, when connected, form the
serial position curve shown in Figure 4.

The model captured the pervasive finding, demonstrated
in Nairne’s (1992) data, that outputpositions tend to cluster
around an item’s serial position. Although items may erro-
neously migrate to adjacent positions during report, they
are unlikely to be recalled far from their actual position.
Henson et al. (1996) called this the locality constraint.

SOB satisfied the locality constraint without any as-
sociations between an item and a list marker (cf. Hen-
son, 1998b) or a timing signal (cf. Brown et al., 2000), but
as a direct result of the differential strength of encoding
of list items. In SOB, the size of the basin of attraction sur-
rounding each list item is a function of its encoding
strength, which in turn is determined by the energy asso-
ciated with a presented item (see Equations 1 and 5 and
Figure 1). Thus, the first item has the largest basin of at-
traction, and the last item the smallest. At retrieval, given

Figure 4. Serial position curve predicted by SOB for a five-item
list (see Simulation 1 for details).
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that the cue (f ¢) is randomly constructed, the likelihoodof
the state vector x reaching any of the attractors is a sole
function of their strength.Thus, if on the first retrieval the
random starting vector, by chance, falls outside the cor-
rect basin of attraction, the second and third items are the
most likely candidates for report. This automatically gives
rise to the predicted positional gradient for the first output
position (see Figure 5). If, on the other hand, the first item
was successfully reported, it has been suppressed and can
thus no longer compete (much) for report during subse-
quent retrievals. Hence, for those subsequent retrievals, the
strongest items are those that were studied in the corre-
sponding list position.

One consequence of this mechanism is a phenome-
non known as fill-in (Henson et al., 1996; Page & Norris,
1998b). Fill-in occurs when, say, the second list item is
erroneously recalled first. Rather than being followed by
report of the third item, which would preserve the order
between the second and third items, the first item is most
likely to be recalled next because, not having been sup-
pressed, its basin of attraction continues to be strongest.
Page and Norris (1998b) reported a reanalysis of data
from Henson et al. (1996), showing that when a list such
as “123456” is recalled incorrectly, output sequences of
the type “21xxxx” (fill-in) are three times as frequent as
“23xxxx” (relative position maintained). In the present
simulation, the same pattern was observed, with fill-ins
outnumberingrelative position reports by a factor of five.

Although this ratio of fill-ins to relative position trans-
positions is qualitatively similar to that found in the data,

closer inspectionof the simulation results suggests that the
ratio is overly large—that is, that the model suffers from
over-fill-in. This is witnessed in Figure 5 as adjacent-
position transpositionsbeing at least as frequent as those in
the data, whereas those between nonadjacentitems are less
frequent than is found empirically. This is particularlypro-
nounced for the second output position,whose asymmetry
is in the oppositedirection to that found in the data. A sim-
ilar pattern of over-fill-in appears to be found in Page and
Norris (1998b, their Figure 4), although it is less apparent
because the high absolute level of recall in their simula-
tions constrained the number of transpositions.

Simulation 2: Varieties of Errors
Among theorists of serial order, there has been much

emphasis on the errors that arise during recall, owing to
their presumed diagnostic value in differentiating be-
tween rival models (e.g., Henson et al., 1996). The second
simulation explored the interacting pattern of transposi-
tions, intrusions (reporting an item not on the list), omis-
sions (not reporting anythingat a particular position), and
repetition errors (erroneously reporting an item twice).

Proportions of different classes of error. Compara-
tive data for this simulation are from Henson (1996, his
Figure 3-5) and are shown in the left panel of Figure 6.
Although transpositionsare not often presented as a func-
tion of output position, the total number of transposition
errors generally exhibits the pronounced inverse U-shape
shown in the figure (e.g., Henson, 1996; Henson et al.,
1996). Likewise, intrusions often show a slight inverse

Figure 5. Transposition gradients for five-item lists, indicating the proportion of recall of each input item at every out-
put position. The left panel shows the predictions of SOB, whereas the right panel illustrates representative data from
Nairne (1992).
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U-shape, reflecting a decrease in intrusions toward the end
of recall. Finally, omissions typically increase across out-
put position in a monotonic manner (Henson, 1996).

SOB handled intrusions quite naturally through the in-
evitable presence of spurious attractors that did not rep-
resent studied items. Any convergence on a nonstudied
attractor was thus readily scored as an extra-list intru-
sion. Any response that did not converge on an attractor
—spurious or otherwise—within the limit of 12 itera-
tions stated earlier was counted as an omission. The right
panel of Figure 6 shows the predicted proportion of trans-
positions, intrusions, and omissions as a function of out-
put position.

The model captured the basic empirical pattern of er-
rors: Omissions increased monotonically with output po-
sition, intrusionsexhibiteda slight inverse U-shaped func-
tion, and transpositions showed a pronounced inverse
U-shape. Taken together with the results of the first sim-
ulation,SOB clearly captured the pattern of errors that are
observed in the serial recall of short lists. With the possi-
ble exception of exaggerated fill-in, the predictions were
in close quantitative correspondence to the data.

Repetition errors. The final class of errors involves
erroneous repetitionsof an item (e.g., report the list A B C
as A B B C). Erroneous repetitions occur very infre-
quently, with estimates of their incidence ranging from 2%
of all responses (Henson, 1996) to 5% (Vousden & Brown,
1998). Nonetheless, there is a distinct distributionof repe-
titionerrors, with most repetitionsinvolvingearly list items
that are reporteda second time late in recall.Henson (1996)
reported that erroneous repetitionswere, on average, 3.34
positions apart.

This pattern was captured by SOB. In Simulation2, rep-
etition errors constituted 0.1% of all responses and were
separated by four outputpositionson average. That margin
increased to 0.5% for lists with a lengthof six. The increase
of the proportion with list length mirrors the data, although
the total number of erroneous repetitions is underpredicted
overall.At a finer grain of analysis for six-item lists, for the
last output position SOB included more reports of the first
item (2%) than of the second and third (1% for both). This
violationof the locality constraint occurs when there are a
moderatenumber of repetitionerrors (Henson et al., 1996).
Thus, although SOB underpredicted the overall incidence
of erroneous repetitions, it correctly predicted the increase
with list length and the associatedhighly specific violation
of the locality constraint. It should be noted that, unlike
SEM (Henson, 1998b),which is the only other serial recall
model that has been explicitly applied to repetitions, SOB
does not require release from suppression to allow repeti-
tions to occur. This is because response suppression in SOB
is continuous, rather than all or none.

Overall, the detailed account offered by SOB goes be-
yond that of the primacy model, which lumps omissions,
intrusions, and repetitions together as item errors (Page &
Norris, 1998a, 1998b). The SOB account thus rivals that
provided by SEM (Henson, 1998b), except that SOB com-
putes its primacy gradient endogenouslyand does not re-
quire an additional recency gradient.

Simulation 3: List Length Effects
Serial position curves. In the next simulation, the ef-

fects of list length were examined. The basic procedure
remained unchanged,except that list lengthvaried between

Figure 6. Patterns of different types of error across output position, as a percentage of all responses. The left panel
gives representative data from Henson (1996); the right panel illustrates the predictions of SOB.
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three and seven. Figure 7 shows the resulting serial posi-
tion curves in two ways. The left panel uses a strict scor-
ing criterion, which only considers correct responses up to
the first erroneous retrieval, regardless of the type of error.
The right panel uses a less stringent criterion that consid-
ers a response correct if it occurs in the appropriate out-
put position, regardless of whether an error has been
made earlier.

For the conditional scoring (left panel), the model pre-
dicted a limited separation of the serial position curves.
This effect, known as fanning, refers to a decrease in per-
formance at a given serial positionas list length increases.
Traditionally, on the basis of the results of Drewnowski
and Murdock (1980), a large extent of fanning has been
considered an empirical benchmark for computational
models (e.g., Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989). However,
Murdock (2001) recently reevaluated the methodology
of Drewnowski and Murdock. Prompted by the discovery
of possible artifacts, Duncan and Murdock (2000) re-
peated the study under improved conditions.The maximal
extent of fanning in their study, observed when subjects
were aware of list length prior to presentation, was much
smaller than that observed by Drewnowski and Murdock
and was quantitatively similar to the predictions by SOB
shown in Figure 7.

For the lenient scoring (right panel), used in all other
simulations reported here, SOB likewise predicted limited
fanning, but in conjunction with substantive recency
whose extent remained constant across list length. For the

range of lengths considered here, this prediction is conso-
nant with the data (e.g., Henson et al., 1996; Hitch et al.,
1996). Note, however, that Lewandowsky (1999) reported
an elimination of recency with very long lists (i.e., 40
items) that are beyond the purview of SOB’s focus.

Latency data. The dynamics of retrieval in SOB (see
Equation 3) provide a natural way of generating latency
predictions for every type of response. With the exception
of the symbolic model by J. R. Anderson and Matessa
(1997), no otherexistingmodel predicts latencyat that level
of detail. It would therefore be particularly informative to
compare the predictions of SOB with behavioral results.

Notwithstanding the acknowledgedutility and diagnos-
ticity of response latencies (e.g., Ratcliff et al., 1999), very
few detailed examinationshave been reported in the serial
memory literature. Considering first the overall effects
of list length, Dosher and Ma (1998) showed that total re-
trieval time for all items is a quadratic function of list
length, although the shape of this curve varies with the
materials used and the recall method employed. The qua-
dratic component of the curve can be very small and may
escape immediate visual detection. Representative data
from the study by Dosher and Ma are shown in Figure 8,
along with the output times predicted by SOB for vari-
ous list lengths. The figure shows that SOB closely cap-
tured the relationship between latency and list length
without any parameter manipulation.

Turning to a more fine-grained analysis of latencies,
we are aware of only four studies that have reported latency

Figure 7. Predicted serial position curves for various list lengths, according to different scoring criteria. The left panel shows
predicted list length effects when recall is scored up to the first error (see, e.g., Drewnowski & Murdock, 1980). The right panel
shows standard serial position curves for various list lengths.
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at the level of individual serial positions (J. R. Anderson &
Matessa, 1997;Cowan et al., 1998;Dosher, 1999;Maybery,
Parmentier, & Jones, in press). Because SOB models only
retrieval processes, but not pronunciationoperations, and
because pronunciation durations are sometimes found to
covary with pauses in between retrievals (e.g., Cowan
et al., 1998, p. 158), we focus on methodologies in which
subjects recalled items by pressing keys on a keyboard or
anotheroutputdevice.We take keypress latencies to be par-
ticularly sensitive measures of retrieval dynamics that are
independentof pronunciationand articulatory set-up pro-
cesses. Similarly, because SOB does not represent group-
ing during list presentation, we only consider methodolo-
gies that involvedungroupedpresentation.This reduces the
pool of relevant studies to those by Dosher and by May-
bery et al. Both studies yield remarkably similar results,
with the data from Maybery et al. shown in the top panel
of Figure 9. The data represent the cumulative response
latencies for correct responses across serial positions for
list lengths three through six.

Cumulative latencies are shown because the extremely
long latency observed for the first item, which presumably
includes general set-up processes prior to initiating recall,
are reflected in the intercept. This makes it easier to align
the predictions of SOB, which does not model preretrieval
set-up processes. The predictions with the standard set of
parameter values are shown in the bottom left panel of Fig-
ure 9. It is clear that althoughSOB captures the overall list
length effect, it does not capture the fanning of cumulative
latency functions that is observed in the data. This lack of
fanning, which parallels the accuracy predictions, occurs
because of the steep primacy gradient in the model, which
renders early-list attractors very strong regardless of how
many other, relatively weak items are encoded subse-

quently. Hence, accuracy and latency of recall of early list
items is not affected (much) by list length.

Support for this analysis is provided in the bottom
right panel of Figure 9, which shows predicted latencies
with the encoding parameter (fe) set to 1,200, double its
standard value. Under those circumstances, fanning of
latency functions occurs because the energy-gated pri-
macy gradient is less steep, and early attractors, being
weaker, are thus more affected by the number of subse-
quently encoded items (for a sample of a corresponding
accuracy serial position curve, see Figure 11, below).

In summary, Simulation 3 demonstrated that SOB cap-
tures the basic effects of list lengthon serial recall,whether
performance is assessed by a strict or lenient recall crite-
rion or by a cumulative latency measure. SOB also accom-
modated the shape of the accuracy serial position curves
under both scoring modes, but it did not simultaneously
capture the fanning with list length that is observed empir-
ically for latency serial position curves.

Simulation 4: Effects of Word Frequency
It is well known that short-term serial memory perfor-

mance is a function of the nature of the to-be-remembered
material. For example, natural language frequency affects
recall performance, with high-frequency words being re-
called better than their low-frequency counterparts (e.g.,
Hulme et al., 1997). The magnitudeof that high frequency
advantage is known to increase across serial positions,with
the effect often being minuscule for the first three serial
positions (e.g., Hulme et al., 1997, Figure 5).

In Simulation 4, natural language frequency was mod-
eled by manipulating the extent of pretraining. Although
the standard encoding strength was used (hp 5 .001), 25
randomly selected vocabulary items were presented 20

Figure 8. Predicted total recall duration for various list lengths, with data for word
lists from the keypress condition of Dosher and Ma (1998). Both predictions and data
were aggregated across lists that contained no omissions.
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times to model high natural language frequency, and the
remaining 25 items were presented 15 times to represent
low-frequency words. Five words were then randomly se-
lected from the appropriate pool to model high- or low-
frequency study lists.

The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 10.
The left panel shows the predicted serial position curves
for high- and low-frequency words. The right panel shows
the corresponding number of different classes of errors
made by the network.

It is clear from the figure that SOB captured the effects
of word frequency reported by Hulme et al. (1997): High-
frequency words were recalled better than low-frequency
words, and this effect increased past the first three serial
positions (left panel). The increasing advantage for high-
frequency words was directly tied to the decrease of en-
coding strength across serial position (see Equation 6).
Because items with lower encoding strengths are more
dependent on additional strength from pretraining for
successful recall, the more extensively pretrained high-

Figure 9. Obtained and predicted cumulative latency serial position curves. The top panel shows the results of
Maybery, Parmentier, and Jones (in press). The bottom left panel shows the predictions of SOB with standard pa-
rameter values. The bottom right panel shows the predictions of SOB when the encoding constant (fe ) was dou-
bled from 600 to 1,200.
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frequency words enjoyed a selective advantage late in the
list.

The left panel of Figure 10 reveals another very subtle
effect of word frequency among the first three serial posi-
tions: High-frequency words are recalled with fractionally
less accuracy than are low-frequency words at the first
serial position,whereas the reverse is true for the third se-
rial position,with that high-frequencyadvantage increas-
ing over subsequent positions. Although the effect is very
small and, hence, may not merit much exploration,it should
be noted that a similar minute reversal of the word fre-
quency effect was observed by Hulme et al. in some con-
ditions (1997, their Figure 4).

The predictions regarding different types of responses
(right panel of Figure 10) were also consistent with the
data: Hulme et al. (1997) reported that word frequency pri-
marily affected omission rates, rather than any other class
of error. This effect is clearly present in the figure. Again,
SOB’s predictions were found to be consistent with sev-
eral intricate features of a well-established effect.

It should be noted that the findings of Hulme et al.
(1997) contrast with those of Watkinsand Watkins (1977),
who found a decreasing effect of word frequency across
serial position.The reason for this disparity can be inferred
from the results of Watkins and Watkins, whose recency
effect (with auditory presentation) was nearly as large as
primacy. This suggests that Watkins and Watkins’s in-
structions to recall the words in order, in writing, were not
effective in preventing subjects from recalling the last few
items on the list first (but reporting them in the last few

positions on the output sheet). This contrasts with the pro-
cedure of Hulme et al., who forced serial recall by requir-
ing subjects to recall lists verbally. The recall regime simu-
lated by SOB is directly analogous to the task requirements
of Hulme et al.

The primacy model has also been applied to word fre-
quency effects, although in an arguably less principled
manner. In the primacy model (Page & Norris, 1998b),
word frequency was modeled by manipulating an output
threshold: Although this turned out to capture the pattern
in the data, the manipulationdid not directly reflect the dif-
fering nature of the items themselves.

Simulation 5: Robustness of the Model
We have shown the general applicabilityof SOB and the

endogenous processes it relies on to govern encoding and
retrieval. We now examine the extent to which the model’s
predictions are tied to particular parameter values, an ap-
proach known as parameter sensitivity analysis (e.g., Li,
Lewandowsky, & DeBrunner, 1996). Although no param-
eters were estimated for the predictions reported in Simu-
lations 1–4, it is possible that the range of possible values
for the principal parameters, the encoding (fe) and sup-
pression (fs) constants, is small and that valuesoutside that
narrow range would engender nonsensical predictions.

Figure 11 shows the predicted serial position curves
across a range of values for fe (left panel) and fs (right
panel). For the encodingparameter, the serial positioncurve
exhibits the required primacy and recency for all values
within the range of 500–1,000. For the retrieval parameter,

Figure 10. Predicted effects of word frequency on serial recall. The left panel illustrates the effects of frequency on the
serial position curves. The right panel shows the difference in various error types for high- and low-frequency words.
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the serial positioncurve retains the appropriate shape across
the range of 0.9–1.6.

To put these results into perspective, note that the pre-
dictions remain qualitativelyunchanged across a param-
eter variation of almost 100% (i.e., from fe 5 500–1,000
and fs 5 0.9–1.6). In the context of the large changes in
prediction that some models exhibit in response to much
smaller variations in parameters, sometimes in the range
of 1–10% (e.g., Li et al., 1996), the robustness of SOB
must be noted.

Two conclusions can be drawn on the basis of these re-
sults. First, the predictions of SOB must result primarily
from the properties of its architecture—in particular, the
endogenous gating of encoding and retrieval. Had the
predictions been attributable to the suitable setting of pa-
rameters, they would not have withstood a variation of
100%. Second, by way of tradeoff, that robustness may
limit SOB’s ability to adapt its behavior and, thus, max-
imize its quantitative fit to the data through parameter
estimation. Given our focus on the inherent properties of
endogenous encoding and retrieval, the former strength
outweighs the latter potential difficulty.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Summary of Simulations
In the first simulation, SOB accounted for the general

shape of the serial position curve and the underlyingpat-
tern of transpositionerrors. SOB also correctly predicted
that fill-ins outnumber relative position reports, albeit by

a greater margin than is commonly observed. In the sec-
ond simulation, the pattern of errors was examined in
more detail, and it was confirmed that SOB predicted the
qualitativelycorrect tradeoff between transpositions, in-
trusions, omissions, and erroneous repetitions across out-
put position.The third simulation demonstrated that SOB
predicted the correct amount of fanning among serial po-
sition curves for different list lengths. SOB also captured
the quadratic relationshipbetween total retrieval time and
list length. The fourth simulation showed that SOB can
accommodate the effects of natural language frequency
by predicting an increasing superiority of high-frequency
words across serial position.Critically, the fifth and final
simulation showed that these predictions were relatively
insensitive to manipulation of parameters across a wide
range.

Notwithstanding these apparent strengths, the model
comes with its own set of limitations.We first discuss those
limitations, before comparing SOB with other existing
theories.

Model Limitations
Lack of associations. In most models of serial recall,

order is represented by associating the to-be-remembered
informationwith some other entity that is then used to cue
retrieval. This other entity can be a set of oscillators (e.g.,
Brown et al., 2000), list markers (e.g., Henson, 1998b),
other items on the list (e.g., Lewandowsky & Murdock,
1989), or an abstract representation of context (e.g., Bur-
gess & Hitch, 1992, 1999). We have deliberately avoided

Figure 11. Predicted serial position curves across a wide range of values for fe (left panel) and fs (right panel). The
bold lines represent the values used in all the simulations reported in this article (fe 5 600 and fs 5 1.4).
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the use of any such associative cuing mechanism. Al-
though associative cuing would undoubtedly extend the
abilities of the model, it would contribute nothing to our
conclusion that SOB provides an endogenousprocess ac-
count of the two crucial assumptions that are shared by
several models whose associative cuing assumptions are
quite diverse.

That said, results from other tasks reveal the limitations
of our choice to omit associative cuing from the model.
For example, in probe tasks a cue (e.g., “A-?”) is presented
to elicit recall of the item that followed the cue at study
(e.g., “B”). In these experiments (e.g., Murdock, 1968),
people can clearly recall a specified item without overtly
retrieving the entire list up to that position.Moreover,when
response availability is experimentallycontrolled,people
are equally adept at recalling the item that preceded a cue
on the list and recalling the item that followed it (Riz-
zuto & Kahana, 2001). There presently is no mechanism
in SOB that would permit modeling of these tasks.

Related to this, SOB is unable to account for backward
recall, since it would require encodingstrength to decrease,
rather than increase, across input position. Because the
primacy gradient is computed endogenously, this rever-
sal could not be achieved even if a theoretical justifica-
tion for it could be adduced.This stands in contrast to some
other models, which, by parameter adjustment, could pro-
duce a recency gradient as readily as they now produce
a primacy gradient.

However, there is some evidence that forward and back-
ward serial recall rely on entirely different retrieval pro-
cesses (Li & Lewandowsky, 1993, 1995). It follows that, by
recognizing that other processes are responsible,SOB may
be able to account for backward recall notwithstanding its
unidirectionalprimacy gradient.One possible solutionwas
foreshadowed by Page and Norris (1998b), who showed
that their primacy model couldproduce backward report by
successive covert forward recalls of decreasing lengths that
“peeled off ” the terminal items on each occasion.Murdock
(1995) proposed a similar mechanism to implement back-
ward recall in a version of TODAM known as the chunking
model.

Lack of a similarity mechanism. All the simulations
reported here used orthogonalvectors, and any relaxation
of that orthogonality constraint could adversely affect per-
formance of the model. By implication,SOB cannot be ap-
plied to any similarity effects, including the pervasive ef-
fects of phonological similarity (e.g., Henson et al., 1996).
In light of the widespread agreement that a single-stage
mechanism, such as that embodiedby SOB, cannotaccount
for similarity (Henson, 1998b; Page & Norris, 1998a), the
lack of a suitable mechanism in SOB need not prevent an
even comparison to single-stage similarity-free versions of
other models.

Lack of chunking. Another limitationof SOB is that it
cannot accommodate the presence of chunking. At first
glance, this runs counter to the strong evidence that even
short lists may be encoded in separate chunks under some

circumstances.Specifically, chunksclearly occur with rep-
etition (e.g., Martin & Noreen, 1974) and grouped list pre-
sentation (Frick, 1989; Henson, 1996; Hitch et al., 1996;
Ryan, 1969). Accordingly, several contemporary models
—for example, OSCAR (Brown et al., 2000) and SEM
(Henson, 1998b)—include theoretical provisions for
chunking. In the case of SEM, the provision consists of an
additional set of markers that identify the group to which
an item belongs. At study, items are associated with the
group markers, in addition to the conventionallist markers.

However, under the experimental conditionssimulated
in this paper, people may, in fact, not form chunks during
encoding.Murdock (2001) presented a descriptive model
whose parameters, when estimated from the data, could
reveal the presence of chunking.When applied to the data
of Duncan and Murdock (2000), which are representative
of the conditions under consideration here, the model
strongly implied that chunkingdid not occur. Thus, much
as in the case of phonological similarity, the lack of a
chunking mechanism in SOB need not prevent an unbi-
ased comparison with other models, under the conditions
simulated here.

Summary of limitations. As it stands, SOB cannot
explain probe task performance and backward recall, and
it also cannot represent chunks of items. Moreover, SOB
cannot accommodate the effects of phonologicalsimilarity.

It is likely that solutions could be found for these lim-
itations, in the same way that other models account for
those results by postulatingadditionalmechanisms. Those
possible solutions were not explored here because our
emphasis was on the endogenouscapabilities of the archi-
tecture. We now place SOB into the contextof existing the-
orizing by comparing it with versions of other models that
likewise do not include provisions for chunkingand pho-
nological similarity.

Comparison With Other Models
TODAM (Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989). We

discuss TODAM primarily to provide historical context.
TODAM accounted for a number of phenomena, but as
compared with SOB and other contemporary models, it
did not provide a detailed account of error patterns and
other intricacies of the data, and it required several free
parameters even for its coarse account.These included the
assumption that encoding strength decreases across ser-
ial positionsand that the number of competing responses
decreases with the number of items recalled (for a critique,
see Mewhort, Popham, & James, 1994; Nairne & Neath,
1994).

SOB provides an endogenous process instantiation of
several of the problems raised in connectionwith TODAM,
and it provides a more detailed account of the data.

OSCAR (Brown et al., 2000). Like TODAM, OSCAR
explains many effects on the basis of a well-specified
cuing mechanism. Conceptually,OSCAR shares some of
its parameters with TODAM—most notably, the assump-
tion that encoding strength decreases across input posi-
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tions. Both models rely on this primacy gradient to yield
plausible serial position curves. OSCAR also implements
response suppression in much the same way as TODAM
did.

In contrast to TODAM, OSCAR provides a reasonable
account of the distribution of errors in serial recall, with
the exception of intricate details, such as fill-in and rep-
etition errors. OSCAR also handles grouping effects that
are beyond the purview of both TODAM and SOB.

SEM (Henson, 1998b). This recent model accounts
for more detail in the data than does either OSCAR or
TODAM. However, SEM has two notable limitations.
First, it only characterizes the outcome of the processes
underlying serial recall by setting up associative confu-
sion gradients, but it arguably fails to specify the nature
of the processes underlying performance. SOB, by con-
trast, specifies the mechanisms and processes that are as-
sumed to underlie serial recall. Second, SEM relies on the
questionableassumption that people know at all times dur-
ing encoding how close they are to the end of the list. This
assumption is required in order to compute the strength of
the end marker during item encoding. SOB, by contrast,
does not require knowledge about list length or any other
external information.

Primacy model (Page & Norris, 1998a, 1998b).
Notwithstanding the obvious similarities between the pri-
macy model and SOB, the models also differ in crucial
ways. Most important among those is the fact that in the
primacy model, localist representations compete for out-
put of the strongest item, whereas in the distributedSOB,
all items are simultaneously, and to varying extents, elicited
by the random retrieval cue. This is of particular interest in
light of the claim by Page (2000) that distributed represen-
tations do not lend themselves to selective suppression of
items. Clearly, SOB shows otherwise.

Moreover, the distributed representations in SOB pro-
vide a natural account of extra-list intrusions through the
presence of spurious attractors. By contrast, it is unclear
how the localist representations in the primacy model
would explain extra-list intrusions. Indeed, to date, the pri-
macy model has considered extra-list intrusions together
with omissions and repetition errors in the broad class of
item errors.

Finally, the primacy gradient in SOB is computed by
the same process that is also used to govern response sup-
pression during retrieval. On balance, therefore, SOB
goes beyond the primacy model in at least those two re-
spects, without abandoning the basic competitive cuing
approach.

Theoretical Implications
Energy-gated storage and retrieval. In SOB, the pri-

macy gradient is critical not only because it provides a
mechanism for seriation, but also because, without a gra-
dient, SOB could recall little in response to a random cue.
Unlike the primacy model, which would recall an item at
random if the primacy gradient were flat, SOB primarily

produces intrusions and omissions if items are encoded
with constant strength. Thus, the energy-gated mecha-
nism that generates the primacy gradient in SOB is cru-
cial to the model’s functioningand must operate in all sit-
uations to which it is applied.

In psychological terms, the on-line analysis of the con-
tents of memory that underlies energy gating is best un-
derstood as an attentional process. One likely manifesta-
tion of an attentionalprocess in memory is the von Restorff
effect (e.g., Hunt, 1995), which refers to the recall advan-
tage of a particularly distinct list item (e.g., the word hip-
popotamus on a list of vegetables). The energy-based
learning mechanism in SOB might accommodate this ef-
fect by adjusting encoding strengths on the basis of each
item’s novelty, as compared with what has already been ac-
quired. The greater novelty associated with the distinct
item would enhance its encoding strength, as compared
with other list items.

Another attentional effect in memory was recently re-
ported by Dennis and Kruschke (1998), and SOB may
again provide a natural account of that effect. In the study
by Dennis and Kruschke, subjects first studiedword triples
that consisted of an imperfect predictor, a perfect predic-
tor, and a target. Following standard anticipation-learning
methodology, the predictors were shown together, and the
subject’s task was to “predict” (i.e., recall) the target before
it appeared. In a second learning phase, people again
learned the same word triples, along with a second set of
stimuli that shared the same imperfect predictor but were
combined with a different perfect predictor and target. At
test, when the subjects were presented with both perfect
predictors, they tended to respond with the target associ-
ated with the later presented predictor, even though the
triples involving the first predictor had by then been pre-
sented twice as often. This could be explained by the
energy-gated mechanism in SOB, if it is assumed that the
total attention given to a triple is held constant. Since the
imperfect predictor will have less novelty attached to it
when the second set is presented, the network would, on
the assumption of constant attentionbetween triples, learn
the new perfect predictor with a greater endogenously
computed encoding strength.

This potential generality of the energy-based learning
mechanism provides a fertile avenue for further explo-
ration.

Absence of cues. Our results suggest a reevaluation of
at least one prominent theoretical construct—namely, the
need for an encoded cue to initiate retrieval that is em-
bodied in many models.For example, in the early TODAM,
the first list item was associated to a start signal that was
used to prompt recall (e.g., Lewandowsky & Murdock,
1989). In OSCAR, each item is associated with an au-
tonomous timing signal that is rewound at retrieval (e.g.,
Brown et al., 2000). A similar mechanism is present in
the models by Burgess and Hitch (1992, 1999). SOB, by
contrast, relies on a random cue that is generated prior to
each retrieval and that bears no relationshipor resemblance
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to anything encoded in memory. A precedent for this ap-
proach was provided by Murdock (1983), who also used a
cue generated at retrieval—in that case, a delta vector (i.e.,
central element set to unity, the remaining elements set to
zero)—to reliably elicit the strongest list item without any
encoded cues.

Although the cueless approach has clear limitations—
for example, it is difficult to see how SOB could accom-
modate groupingeffects without encodingof group mark-
ers—the present simulations showed that a considerable
number of phenomena can be explained without cues.

Iterative dynamics. Another contribution of SOB is
that it naturally accounts for the dynamics of serial recall.
Indeed, in contrast to most existing models (see J. R. An-
derson & Matessa, 1997, for an exception), SOB cannot
predict recall accuracy without also making predictionsfor
retrieval times. These necessary predictions tightly con-
strain future tests of the model and suggest a fertile av-
enue for future empirical research.

Although other serial order models could be extended
to make latency predictions—for example, in OSCAR, la-
tency predictions could be based on the similarity be-
tween the correct response and the model’s output—this
would presumably require several additional parameters
and assumptions.Similar comments would seem to apply
to all the other models of serial recall.

Contribution of long-term memory representations.
It is not uncommon for contemporary models of serial re-
call to disregard or minimize the role of long-term mem-
ory representations (e.g., SEM; Henson, 1998b). This
renders it difficult to accommodate certain classes of se-
mantic effects on short-term memory recall (e.g., Haar-
mann & Usher, 2001), which are the likely result of long-
term memory representations. Although we did not
systematically explore the role of long-term memory in
SOB, it must be noted that the model includes a rudimen-
tary long-term memory component. The pretrained cor-
pus of items in SOB forms a vocabulary of long-term
memory representations that are instantiated by (small)
attractors. When some of those items are presented for
memorization as part of a list, their pretrained attractors
are significantly strengthened. Importantly, the same at-
tractor landscape handles both long-term semantic and
short-term episodic representations. In this regard, SOB
is related to the computational model of Haarmann and
Usher (2001), which views short-term memory “as acti-
vated LTM [long-term memory] representations in the
prefrontal cortex” (Haarmann & Usher, 2001, p. 569). Al-
though the Haarmann and Usher model does not address
the issue of serial ordering, it uses recurrent dynamics
that partially resemble those in SOB.

Related approaches in semantic memory. Masson
(1995) presented a distributed memory model of seman-
tic priming that accounted for several findings in the lit-
erature. For example, the model accommodated the find-
ing that the standard semantic priming effect (the word
DOCTOR is processed faster if preceded by nurse than by
bread ) is eliminated if an unrelated word briefly appears

between presentation of the prime and the target. The
model also handled the boundaryconditionsof that effect,
which are a function of the extent to which the interven-
ing word is processed relative to the prime.

Critically, Masson’s (1995) model was based on a Hop-
field (e.g., 1982) network that shares many properties
with the present SOB architecture.For example, Masson’s
model used the Hebbian learning rule of SOB, and iden-
tification of a word was modeled as a descent on an energy
landscape similar to that of SOB. Masson’s model also in-
cluded a pretrained vocabulary similar to the pretraining
in SOB.

The original Masson (1995) model has been subject to
extension, modification, and debate (e.g., Borowsky &
Masson, 1996; Dalrymple-Alford & Marmurek, 1999a,
1999b; Masson, 1999), but there is little doubt that recur-
rent network dynamics constitute a powerful approach to
semantic effects such as priming. This is further supported
by the work of Kawamoto (e.g., 1993) on ambiguity res-
olution. Using the BSB architecture underlying SOB,
Kawamoto (1993) that the model could handle various as-
pects of ambiguity resolution (i.e., identifying BANK as a
place to deposit money, rather than as the edge of a river),
including its time course and the role of context.

Taken together with the model of Haarmann and Usher
(2001), those related applicationsin the semantic memory
arena clearly show that a dynamic iterative approach to
memory representation can accommodate a much broader
range of findings than the serial recall phenomena re-
viewed here.

CONCLUSIONS

We introduced an endogenous mechanism for forward
serial ordering,embodied in the SOB architecture, that was
shown to account for a collection of benchmark phenom-
ena. At study, items are encoded with decreasing strength
across serial positions, and at retrieval, each recalled item
is suppressed. SOB derives the strengths with which items
are encodedand suppressed by analysis of the current con-
tents of memory.

The fact that SOB can accommodate numerous phe-
nomena at a fairly detailed level of analysischallengesother
models of memory for serial order that have not provided a
process implementation of the primacy gradient and re-
sponse suppression on which they rely to model seriation.
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NOTES

1. Henson’s (1998b) model is noteworthy because it postulates a re-
cency gradient in addition to a primacy gradient, each represented by a
distinct context marker. However, because the former typically far out-
weighs the latter (Henson, 1998b, p. 87), we include the model here
among others that postulate a primacy gradient.

2. It is critical to differentiate between two classes of recency. On the
one hand, in free recall, backward recall, and probed recall, recency is
associated with items that are recalled first. In these situations, recency
may therefore reflect a contributionfrom a separate short-term memory
or rehearsal buffer. On the other hand, for the forward serial recall sit-
uations considered here, the terminal list items are necessarily recalled
last. In addition, ignoring omissions, the lag (i.e., the combined num-
ber of study and recall events) between study and recall of an item is
constant across all serial positions. This rules out any contribution of
short-term memory to recency.

3. In some implementations, the starting vector (f ¢) is continually
added into the dynamics specified in Equation 3 (e.g., J. A. Anderson,
1991). This was omitted here because the random cues used in SOB
contain no relevant information. In the extremely unlikely event of a
random cue’s being orthogonal to all items presented in the matrices, the
present dynamics thus would not converge on an attractor, because x (t)
would be 0 throughout.

4. We thank Jeffrey Bowers for pointing this out to us.

(Manuscript received December 2, 1999;
revision accepted for publication April 25, 2001.)
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